1. The top 12" of subgrade beneath the slab shall be thoroughly compacted to 90% of maximum density per ASTM D698. If top 36" of subgrade is subject to high water table or periodic saturation, compact subgrade to 90% per ASTM D2039 and D1556. No frozen backfill shall be used.

2. Slab to be made of SG-6 concrete with a minimum 28 day strength of 3,500 PSI.

3. Top of pad to be smooth, level and cleared of all framing material after concrete sets.

4. No walls shall be built around primary switch, nor canopies above switch.

5. All conduit entering slab to be vertical and at a 90° angle with top of slab. Provide all spare conduits with pullstrings & plastic caps.

6. Coordinate with UNL utilities to allow any and all inspections before, during and after construction of pad.

7. Pad shall be located a minimum of 3' from any gas meter and a minimum of 10' from any fuel tank.

8. Locate pad a minimum of 12" above the 100 year flood plain.

9. Centered and 24" deep duct slot. Provide with 2" min. thick walls and angled reinforcing as necessary.

10. Duct slot width and length as required per manufacturer recommendations and to accommodate project conduit quantities. Nominal width (left-to-right facing the switch front) to be extended to within 4 inches of switch structural anchor positions.

11. Ducts are not to be installed in concrete within the duct slot.

12. Location and dimensions of duct slot and conduits within slot must be maintained in relation to overall slab dimensions.

13. Final grade around pad to slope away from switch pad (all sides) and from the adjacent building exterior walls.

14. Install conduits in duct slot tight to back of duct slot as much as possible to allow space for future duct installation.

15. 5/8" x 8' copper clad ground bar. Stub 6" above bottom of duct slot. Tie ground rod to conc. rebar with (1) 3/0 bare Cu conductor. Bond using encased means UL listed for such uses.

16. Minimum of 10' shall be maintained between pad and building exterior wall where wall is made of combustible material. For non-combustible walls, provide 12' minimum clearance between pad and building.

17. Switches below windows shall have a minimum 15' vertical distance between top of transformer and bottom of window.

18. Provide one layer of #8 6x6 steel mesh. Embed in concrete at depth shown. Keep 3" in from outside edge of pad all sides as shown.

19. Provide conduits with minimum 36" radius sweeps. Quantity & sizes of conduits per project requirements. Stub conduits up 6" from bottom of duct slot.

20. Provide crushed rock around bottom of duct slot. A minimum of 12" on all sides. Include a 2" layer inside duct slot surrounding the conduits.

21. Concrete bollards will be required if pad is within 6' of an area subject to vehicular traffic.